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ABSTRACT

Plasma treatment is an efficient method to modify organic surfaces. In this work electrospun polyphenylsulfone was systematically subjected to low-pressure microwave plasma and atmospheric-pressure coplanar barrier discharge in order to control the surface chemistry, which is important for controlling surface properties. Polar anchor groups such as keto/aldehyde groups and especially carboxylic acid groups affect hydrophilicity. The composition of plasma-induced chemical anchor groups can be monitored (and thus controlled) by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The atmospheric-pressure plasma provided subtle oxidation, and the low-pressure plasma provided significant oxidation that resulted in polyphenylsulfone surfaces with a very high hydrophilicity. The low-pressure plasma treated polyphenylsulfone exhibited a significant age effect over 212 days, which was attributed to a diffusion phenomenon where the polyphenylsulfone surface becomes enriched in non-oxidated polyphenylsulfone. It was shown that the improved hydrophilicity will diminish but not vanish in time.

1. Introduction

The discovery of electrospun nanofiber materials has resulted in a broad spectrum of useful applications within heterogeneous catalysis, water purification, air filtration, energy conversion/harvesting/storage, smart textiles, tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, sensors for biological sensing, and drug delivery [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Depending on the application various properties need to be carefully controlled, e.g. composition, structure, porosity, and surface properties.

The current work focuses on controlling the hydrophilicity of electrospun nanofibrous (i.e. non-woven) membrane surfaces used within water purification. Hydrophilicity is an important parameter for controlling the wettability of the membrane. Electrospinning produces membranes that are very versatile, simple, and efficient when it comes to water purification [7, 8, 9, 10]. Typically employed electrospun membranes within water purification are polyvinyl chloride, polyvinylidene fluoride, polysulfone, polyvinyl alcohol, polyacrylonitrile, polyurethane, and cellulose acetate [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Electrospun nanofibrous membranes have advantageous properties, such as high porosity, large flexibility in pore sizes, high permeability, interconnected open pore structure, and large surface to volume ratios, which is useful for controlling surface properties via surface modification. One of the most efficient methods to improve the integrity and the mechanical strength of electrospun nanofibrous membranes is heat treatment above the glass transition temperature that will fuse the fibers together at the junction points [21, 22, 23, 24]. Membrane materials used for water purification/filtration have to be hydrophilic, which is an important issue for the wettability of membranes. An improved wettability will significantly reduce the capillary pressure of the membrane and increase the flow rate of the liquid. Hydrophilicity will impede biofouling and clogging (adsorption of protein and bacteria) of the membrane during the water purification process [19]. However, the most commonly used membrane materials within water purification are hydrophobic, e.g. polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polypropylene (PP), and polyethersulfone (PES). Various methods can be used to modify hydrophobic membrane surfaces into hydrophilic membrane surfaces, such as blending with hydrophilic polymers [25, 26, 27], chemical oxidation and grafting [28], and plasma treatment [29].

Polyphenylsulfone (PPSU), polysulfone (PSU), and PES belongs to the group of polymers that has an aromatic backbone including an ether and a sulfone unit as part of the backbone. This group of polymers exhibit...
superior properties in terms of thermal stability, chemical resistance, and impact resistance [30, 31, 32]. Preliminary results from our lab suggest that PPSU has better membrane properties compared to PES and PSU, so the current work is focused exclusively on this polymer. The authors Gonzales et al. [33], employed low-temperature atmospheric-pressure oxygen plasma on the before mentioned group of polymers in order to study the effect of plasma on the molecular structures of the polymers. In the current work electrosyn PPSU nanofibrous membranes were treated with two different types of plasma, based on (i) low-pressure microwave plasma, and (ii) atmospheric-pressure coplanar barrier discharge. The current work focuses on attempting to control the surface chemistry in order to optimize hydrophilicity (and thus wettability) by systematically exposing electrosyn PPSU membrane surfaces to plasma. The surface chemistry is monitored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The results are reported herein. The work described in this paper is part of larger project where other aspects of the PPSU membranes are described, such as morphology, contact angle, mechanical and separation properties [34].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials, fabrication, and post heat treatment

The PPSU polymer Radel® R-5500NT was obtained from Solvay Advanced Polymer LLC. The solvents N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and acetone were supplied from Sigma-Aldrich. All materials were used as received. PPSU was dissolved in a binary solvent system of NMP/acetone with a 8:2 weight ratio by stirring at room temperature for 24 hours in order to obtain a homogenous 30 wt% solution. Membranes were prepared by employing an electrospraying apparatus purchased from Linair Nanotech. The polymer solutions were transferred into a 10 ml plastic syringe and squeezed out through a metal needle with an inner diameter of 0.8 mm at a constant flow rate of 0.2 ml per hour. The positive electrode of the high voltage power supply was connected to the metal needle. The grounded electrode was connected to a stainless steel drum wrapped with silicon coated kraft paper and rotated at 100 rpm. During the electrospraying the applied voltage and the collecting distance were 15 kV and 12 cm, respectively. The relative humidity and temperature were kept at 19–22% and 29–30 °C, respectively. The as-spun membranes were post-heat treated in oven at 240 °C for one hour to improve the mechanical properties of the membranes. The sides of the membrane were fixed during heat treatment in order to prevent shrinkage.

2.2. Plasma treatment

Various plasma sources can be used to produce reactive species able to modify the surface properties of materials, including tuning of hydrophilicity [35, 36]. O2 gas can be dissociated in low-pressure discharges to produce atomic oxygen. At the same time, atmospheric-pressure discharges operated in air or O2 can additionally produce highly reactive O. For improving the wettability of PPSU membranes, two different methods were employed, (i) low-pressure microwave plasma and (ii) atmospheric-pressure coplanar barrier discharge. While microwave plasma can provide a very well controlled environment suitable for tuning the surface chemistry, which can be carefully monitored using XPS analysis, the atmospheric plasma was chosen as test for a low cost and high throughput alternative.

2.3. Low-pressure microwave plasma

The discharge was produced in a cubical vacuum chamber of 40 × 40 × 40 cm³, equipped with 12 electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma cells [37] powered by microwaves at 2.45 GHz. A more detailed description is presented elsewhere [38]. The magnetic filter used to reduce the electron temperature was removed for this set of experiments. The O dissociation rate was evaluated using a HIDEN mass spectrometer and plasma parameters (electron temperature, T_e, plasma density, n_e, and plasma potential, V_p) were measured by a spherical Langmuir probe [39] made of platinum, at the same location used to treat the PPSU membrane. O dissociation needs a large fraction of energetic electrons so that the discharge pressure was set at 5 mTorr. The discharge power was adjusted to 500 and 1000 W, which corresponded to the plasma parameters listed in Table 1. The O dissociation rate was 29% at 500 W and 33% at 1000 W, respectively. The 5 × 10 cm² membranes were placed, using a rectangular frame, at 15 cm below the ECR plasma cells, at the center of the vacuum chamber, and were exposed to plasma discharge for 1 or 2 minutes on each side. Since the chamber is rather large, one expects a direct treatment on the top side (exposed to the microwave plasma cells) and a reduced treatment on the lower side that faces a lower plasma density. By rotating the membrane after equal intervals of time, one expects the same integrated effect on the surface. Consequently, the membranes were exposed to a high concentration of atomic oxygen while the plasma heating was kept below 70 °C.

2.4. Atmospheric-pressure coplanar barrier discharge

The coplanar barrier discharge [40] is part of a larger category of atmospheric-pressure plasma sources, defined as dielectric barrier discharges. Due to their large potential for surface treatment of different materials, including glasses, polymers and textiles, as well as biomedical applications (bacterial inactivation) and gas phase chemistry (NOx and VOC reduction) a large variety of dielectric barrier discharges have been developed. Among them, the coplanar barrier discharge (sometime defined as surface barrier discharge) is particularly suited for treatment of flat surfaces in static or roll-to-roll processes. Besides many custom-made configurations, Kyocera® has recently introduced a multilayer ceramic technology, where imbricated electrodes are immersed into a ceramic dielectric barrier. Such a plasma source was recently evaluated in ozone production and NOx reduction [41] and was also available for the experiments reported in this work. Thus, the active plasma region of 40 × 50 mm² was placed 2.5 mm above the PPSU membrane, situated on a glass substrate. A Tantec® power supply operating in resonant mode at 23 kHz was used to power the discharge at 100 W. The membranes were treated for 0.5, 1, and 3 minutes on each side with the purpose of testing the capability of improving the membranes wettability. No visible changes (coloring, deformation) were observed for samples treated at 0.5 and 1 minute while the sample treated for 3 minutes exhibited a slight brown coloring, so treatments longer than 3 minutes were not attempted.

2.5. XPS analysis

The XPS analyses were performed on an ESCALAB XI+ X-ray photoelectron spectrometer microprobe (Thermo Fisher Scientific, East Grinstead, U.K.) using a monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray source with a 650 μm spot size and a take-off angle of 90° from the surface plane. Atomic concentrations were determined from survey spectra (0–1350 eV, 100 eV detector pass energy, 1 eV step size, 50 ms dwell time, 3 scans) and were calculated by determining the relevant integral peak intensities using a Smart type background. Five different surface locations were analyzed on each sample surface and average values were calculated. High-resolution C 1s, O 1s, and N 2p spectra were acquired (50 eV detector pass energy, 0.1 eV step size, 50 ms dwell time, 5–20 scans) and the Thermo Fisher Scientific Avantage software (version 5.979, build 06465) was employed for peak fitting, using a Smart type background, a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.5 eV, and a Gauss-Lorentz mix value of 35%. The spectrometer was calibrated using the peaks Au 4f (84.0 eV), Ag 3d5 (368.3 eV), and Cu 2p3 (932.8 eV), which is in excellent agreement with the average National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) values: Au 4f (84.0 ± 0.1 eV), Ag 3d5 (368.2 ± 0.1 eV), and Cu 2p3 (932.6 ± 0.2 eV) [42].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of discharge power and exposure time

PPSU membrane samples were systematically subjected to low-pressure or atmospheric-pressure plasma treatment. SEM images before and after plasma treatment revealed that plasma treatment induced no significant morphological changes of the porous network [34]. Plasma parameters are listed in Table 1, and XPS acquired element compositions are listed in Table 2. Low-pressure plasma (microwave) properties are more easily controllable, and thus the better choice for tuning surface chemistry and thus hydrophilicity/wettability. However, atmospheric-pressure plasma (dielectric) is a low cost non-vacuum technique with a high throughput, so it is obvious to consider it as an alternative to low-pressure plasma.

During the plasma process oxygen is activated and reacts with the PPSU membrane surface causing oxidation of the PPSU polymer chains, i.e. oxygen is added to the molecular structure. Gonzalez et al. [33] suggested that the aromatic rings react with plasma induced activated oxygen atoms that results in molecular ring opening and oxidation producing equal amounts of aldehyde and carboxylic acid groups without chain scission. The ring opening process sounds intuitively realistic, but it only describes one of many possible reactions occurring during the plasma process. A more realistic picture is a distribution of reactions, where one or more reactions could dominate. Overall it is a complex situation where the complexity undoubtable increases with increasing power/dose up until the reaction products becomes gaseous combustion products. However, plasma parameters are typically tuned such that degradation is limited, which will enable some degree of control of the surface chemistry.

Earlier work [43, 44] from this lab on photooxidation of PES clearly demonstrates the complexity of the oxidation process. It was found that cross-linking was an important process during photooxidation in vacuum. In ambient air at 1000 mbar oxygen reacts quickly with PES during cross-linking was an important process during photoirradiation in vacuum, and oxygen incorporation was found to be non-selective, i.e. oxygen is added to the molecular structure. Gonzalez et al. [33] mentioned that some of the C–O (weight %) in the C 1s XPS spectrum in Fig. 1b (i.e. spectrum of reference sample) is most likely only adsorbed oxygen–SO3H group formation. However, it should be emphasized that photo-induced oxidation do not necessarily results in the same reactions, and thus reaction products, as plasma-induced oxidation.

From the element compositions listed in Table 2 a lot of useful comparisons are possible. If the degree of oxidation is considered, then it is clear that the atmospheric-plasma is much less harsh compared to low-pressure plasma under the experimental conditions in question. The PPSU sample that was atmospheric-plasma treated for only 1 minute was oxidated to a degree that is less than the uncertainty when the reference is considered. However, after 2 minutes the oxidation becomes detectable, and after 6 minutes the oxidation becomes significant (~5.5 atom% increase in oxygen), but still subtle compared to the weakest treatment using low-pressure plasma (~20 atom% increase in oxygen). The relative oxygen values for low-pressure plasma show that doubling the power from 500 to 1000 W for 2 minutes exposure time, only increases the oxygen content by ~1 atom%, but doubling the time from 2 to 4 minutes at 500 W, increases the oxygen content by ~2 atom%, and ~5 atom% at 1000 W. The power versus exposure time effect can be explained from the fact that doubling the power does not double the plasma density (Table 1), so exposure time is expected to be the most suitable tuning parameter.

The carbon values in Table 2 are obviously affected by the oxygen uptake, i.e. when the oxygen content increases then the carbon content will be relatively smaller. However, this should also be true for the sulfur content, but that is not observed, instead the sulfur content is observed to be either the same or a little bit less or more compared to the reference value. No explanation has been found for this observation.

High-resolution C 1s XPS spectra were acquired for all samples and deconvoluted into sub-peaks representing various carbon functionalities (Fig. 1). Fig. 1a explains the origin of the various native peaks (C–C, C–S, C–O). PPSU do not contain any native aliphatic carbon (C–C) in the molecular structure (Fig. 1a), but the peak (labeled “b”) is present. This is due to adventitiously adsorbed hydrocarbons from ambient air. It is unfortunately unavoidable and it remains on the sample surfaces in the XPS vacuum chamber during analysis and in the plasma chamber, which complicates the experiments. However, since the adsorbed hydrocarbons are presumably small molecules, the plasma process will most likely produce oxidation products that are so small that they will evaporate. However, moving the samples from the plasma chamber to the XPS chamber result in further adsorption of hydrocarbons, a process that takes place within seconds. The C–C peak in the C 1s XPS spectrum in Fig. 1b (i.e. spectrum of reference sample) is most likely only adsorbed hydrocarbons. However, it becomes a bit more complicated for the plasma treated PPSU samples, because they will contain adsorbed hydrocarbons (i.e. C–C), but there could also be a contribution from plasma induced degradation of the aromatic carbon in PPSU that could produce aliphatic carbon (C–C).

Table 3 shows the distribution of carbon functionalities for selected plasma treatment conditions. There is a small C–O peak (0.5%) in the spectrum for the reference sample (0 W, 0 min), which should not be there, and the C–O/C–S ratio is a little smaller than expected, suggesting that some of the C–O had somehow oxidated to C–O between membrane

Table 1
Plasma parameters used to treat the PPSU membranes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2 + 2</td>
<td>9.7 x 10¹⁵</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1 + 1</td>
<td>9.7 x 10¹⁵</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1 + 1</td>
<td>6.6 x 10¹⁵</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2 + 2</td>
<td>6.6 x 10¹⁵</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5 + 0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1 + 1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3 + 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
XPS acquired element compositions for non-aged PPSU membranes at various plasma treatment conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Low-pressure plasma</th>
<th>Atmospheric-pressure plasma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 W</td>
<td>0 min. [atom%]</td>
<td>2 min. [atom%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 W</td>
<td>0 min. [atom%]</td>
<td>4 min. [atom%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>81.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>60.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>58.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>14.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>35.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>37.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All values are averages based on five measurements on different surface locations.*
fabrication and XPS analysis. Table 3 reveals a lot of details about the oxidation mechanisms. First of all the C−C, i.e. aromatic carbon, is observed to disappear for more harsh plasma conditions, which suggests that a molecular ring opening occurs during the plasma induced oxidation, consistent with the observations by Gonzalez et al. [33] Furthermore, the level of adventitiously adsorbed hydrocarbon on the PPSU membrane surfaces are expected to be the same, corresponding to the level on the reference sample (~20 atom%). However, at the two most harsh plasma conditions (2 and 4 min at 1000 W) the C−C content is observed to increase, suggesting that aliphatic carbon is formed subsequent to the ring opening. Just like the C−C functionality can either remain or disappear (i.e. not be formed), so can the C−S functionality (i.e. Ar−SO2−Ar), it will either remain or undergo chain scission, it is highly unlikely that it will be formed during plasma oxidation. C−S is observed to decrease, but not by much, and it requires rather harsh plasma conditions, i.e. it requires harsh plasma conditions for PPSU to undergo chain scission at the C−S bond. The C−O functionality is complicated, it can disappear if chain scission occurs (i.e. at Ar−O−Ar → Ar−OH + ArH), but it can also be formed from hydroxyl formation (R−OH or Ar−OH, where R is aliphatic carbon and Ar is aromatic carbon), and it can be further oxidated to C−O, so there are competing reactions in play. However, there appears to be a maximum of C−O functionalities corresponding to 2 minutes of low-pressure plasma at 500 W. The C−O functionality is also complicated since it is an intermediate oxidation product, i.e. C−OH → C−O → (C−O)−O. The maximal occurrence of C−O is observed for low-pressure plasma at 500 W. The (C−O)−O functionality is either in the form of a carboxylic acid or less likely an ester, and constitutes the end oxidation product. (C−O)−O is apparently readily formed even at low-pressure plasma at 500 W, but is then observed to only increase slightly (~2 atom%) for the most harsh plasma conditions (4 min at 1000 W), which is surprising. In terms of hydrophilicity/wettability the interesting functionalities are the more polar ones, which are C−O, (C−O)−O, and C−SOX. However, both C−O and (C−O)−O are according to Table 3 efficiently formed at the weakest low-pressure plasma conditions (2 min at 500 W) that only changes slightly for harsher plasma conditions. This suggests that the wettability is expected to be more or less similar for all low-pressure plasma conditions. The results in Table 3 suggest that is possible, to some degree, to control the distribution of carbon functionalities. The hardest atmospheric-pressure plasma conditions appear to be an intermediate of no plasma and the weakest low-pressure plasma, which is practical when attempting to control the surface chemistry.

From the high-resolution S 2p XPS spectra in Fig. 2 it is evident that the sulfone group undergoes further oxidation resulting in the formation of −SO3 and −SO4 groups (−SO2→ −SO3 = −SO4) with resulting chain scission of the polymer backbone. In the literature this process is typically described as only forming −SO4 groups, which is intuitively surprising [23, 26]. However, in this work fitting using three 2p3/2p1 components gave the best fitting results. The S 2p XPS spectrum for the low-pressure plasma treated PPSU sample (Fig. 2b) reveals that approximately 50% of the sulfone groups have been further oxidated. However, there is a discrepancy relative to the C−S content listed in Table 3 for the same sample, that suggests an ~27% decrease compared to the reference sample (8.3%−6.1%). No explanation has been found for this discrepancy.

The effect of plasma power and exposure time on the distribution of sulfur functionalities is shown in Table 4. The −SO3 functionality is an intermediate oxidation product that is observed to have a maximum occurrence at 2 min low-pressure plasma at 500 W. The −SO4 functionality is an end oxidation product, and is observed to be readily formed even at the weakest plasma treatment and surprisingly stays at the same level until the harshest plasma conditions are reached where it increases

---

**Fig. 1.** High-resolution C 1s XPS spectra of a PPSU membranes (a) that was neither plasma treated or aged (b), a low-pressure plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) membrane that was not aged (c), and a membrane that was plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) and aged for 212 days (d).

**Table 3**
Quantification of selected deconvoluted C 1s spectra for non-aged PPSU membranes for various plasma treatment conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denconv. peak</th>
<th>0 W</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
<td>[%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−C</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−C</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−S</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C−O</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C−O)−O</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C−O)−O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Atmospheric-pressure (760 Torr) plasma.
b) Low-pressure (5×10−3Torr) plasma.
significantly. The results in Table 4 suggests that is possible to control at least the –SO₂ formation, whereas the formation of –SO₃ is more difficult to control. From a wettability point of view it is advantageous to have as many of –SO₃ and –SO₄ as possible.

Deconvoluting a high-resolution O 1s XPS spectrum from an organic sample surface that has been exposed to oxidative plasma treatment is challenging. In reality there are so many possible types of oxygen functionalities formed that it becomes impossible to perform a fit that is even close to the real situation. The typical solution is to simplify the situation and only use a few components to the fitting procedure based on the assumed major components. For these types of systems two components have typically been used [30, 33]. In this work the least amount of components were used that produced the best fit possible. Fig. 3 displays the high-resolution O 1s XPS spectra for a reference PPSU sample and a plasma treated PPSU sample. In Fig. 3b the two native oxygen functionalities are shown in the expected 1:1 ration. A third unknown component at 535.0 eV is contributing to the overall O 1s peak. For the plasma treated PPSU sample (Fig. 3c) four components produced the best fit with the least amount of components. The unknown component at 535.0 eV is still present, but a new component “c” is now present at 533.5 eV. It is difficult to speculate further since there presumably will be a lot of peak overlap from various functionalities, e.g. it is known that the O 1s binding energy for –SO₂ is the same as for C=O. It is clear that O 1s XPS spectra for plasma treated PPSU surfaces are not suited for monitoring detailed development of functionalities as a function of plasma conditions.

Table 4
Quantification of selected deconvoluted S 2p spectra for non-aged PPSU membranes for various plasma treatment conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decom. peak</th>
<th>0 W</th>
<th>100 W</th>
<th>500 W</th>
<th>1000 W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–SO₂</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–SO₃</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–SO₄</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Atmospheric-pressure (760 Torr) plasma.
b) Low-pressure (5×10⁻³ Torr) plasma.

Fig. 2. High-resolution S 2p XPS spectra of a PPSU membranes that was neither plasma treated or aged (a), a low-pressure plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) membrane that was not aged (b), and a membrane that was plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) and aged for 212 days (c).

Fig. 3. High-resolution O 1s XPS spectra of a PPSU membranes (a) that was neither plasma treated or aged (b), a low-pressure plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) membrane that was not aged (c), and a membrane that was plasma treated (1000 W, 4 min) and aged for 212 days (d).
3.2. Effect of ageing

The reference PPSU membrane and the low-pressure plasma treated (4 min at 1000 W) PPSU membrane were XPS analyzed in intervals over 212 days in order to map possible time effects. In between measurements the membrane samples were stored in darkness in ambient air at room temperature. The result is shown in Fig. 4. The composition plots versus time clearly exhibit an age effect.

The element composition for the plasma treated membrane remains unchanged for at least 168 hours (7 days) where after the measured oxygen content starts to decrease with the approximate same amount as the relative carbon content increases. The sulfur content is only slightly affected. This development is in progress even after 5088 hours (212 days). One possible explanation to the observed decrease of oxygen over time for the plasma treated PPSU membrane could be that hydrophilic anchor groups attached to the molecular structure, or fragments of, diffuse into the bulk, i.e. to non-plasma treated parts, which is plausible if the bulk is less hydrophobic compared to the PPSU/air interface. The plasma treatment has a limited penetration depth, which is, however, deeper than the probe depth (5–10 nm) of the XPS analysis. Since the plasma treatment depth is significantly larger than the XPS probe depth, it explains why no initial change is observed in the element composition, since it will take time for the plasma treated and non-plasma treated parts of the molecules to diffuse to and from the surface. The degree of unavoidable plasma induces cross-linking in the polymer will prevent the plasma-induced surface modification in disappearing completely. The element composition for the reference membrane is observed to be unchanged for a very long time. However, after somewhere between 1680 hours (70 days) and 3240 hours (135 days) the oxygen content is observed to increase slightly. This is believed to be caused by a “natural” oxidation from the ambient conditions.

Table 5 presents the distribution of carbon functionalities in the reference PPSU membrane and the low-pressure plasma treated (4 min at 1000 W) PPSU membrane after fabrication and after 212 days of ageing (darkness, ambient air, room temperature). From Fig. 4 it is evident that the reference sample has undergone a minor oxidation (presumably from ambient conditions) after having been stored for 212 days. However, Table 5 reveals more details of the oxidation process. The level of C–S remains the same during ageing for the reference sample, which suggests that the sulfone group is unaffected. This is supported by the S 2p XPS spectrum (not shown) for the aged reference sample. The C–O level decreases from 12.6% to 8.4% for the reference sample during ageing, suggesting that the ether group in the polymer backbone is oxidized resulting in chain scission. The minor degree of C–O and (C–O=O) formation for the reference sample during ageing can only happen in connection with a ring opening. The C 1s XPS spectra for the non-aged and aged plasma treated samples are shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d, which reveal details of the ageing effect involving suspected diffusion of non-oxidated PPSU to the surface, and diffusion of oxidated PPSU to the bulk. If the diffusion theory is correct then there should be certain predicted developments in the carbon functionalities. The aromatic functionality (C=C) should increase as the surface will be enriched in non-oxidated PPSU during ageing, which is consistent with the observation, i.e. the C–C content increases from 28.3% to 53.4%. Furthermore, the C–C and C–S levels are expected to approach the reference level, which is also consistent with the observation. According to Fig. 4 the oxygen level decreases during ageing for the plasma treated sample, so it is expected that carbon-oxygen functionalities will decrease during ageing. This is indeed the observation for (C–O=O) that decreases from 11.2% to 2.2%. However, the fact that the C–O level remains unchanged and C–O decreases from 18.6% to 7.0% is a surprise. It is the most polar functionalities that are expected to diffuse into the bulk, i.e. (C=O=O) (carboxylic acids and esters) and C–O (aldehydes and ketones). The C–O functionality originates from the native ether functionality (Ar–O–Ar) that should increase during ageing (for the same reason that C=C increases). However, C–O can also originate from the plasma oxidation product Ar=O-R and R–O=R, where R represents aliphatic carbon or hydrogen, but these are not as polar as (C=O)=O and C=O, so it is a mystery why the C–O level decreases significantly. For the same reason it is surprising that the C=O level remains the same during ageing. The plasma treated PPSU sample is expected to be slightly oxidated during ageing for the same reason that the reference PPSU sample is slightly oxidated during ageing. However, this contribution is expected to be negligible compared to the diffusion phenomena observed for the aged plasma treated sample. No explanation has been found for the decrease of C–O and the unchanged level of C=O during ageing for the plasma treated PPSU sample.

The observations in this work suggest that oxidated PPSU and possible fragments of PPSU diffuse into the bulk and non-oxidated PPSU diffuse out to the surface. This is an unfortunate phenomenon since the oxidated PPSU contains the desired properties (i.e. increased wettability), so it is relevant from a practical point of view to determine the time scale for the disappearing of the desired surface properties. The plasma-induced cross-linking will partly prevent diffusion, however, the degree of cross-linking is not known in this case. In order to evaluate the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>No plasma</th>
<th>No plasma</th>
<th>Plasma treated</th>
<th>Plasma treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No ageing</td>
<td>Aged 212 days</td>
<td>No ageing</td>
<td>Aged 212 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–C</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–C</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–S</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–O</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C–O</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C–O=O)–</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[a] Low-pressure plasma (5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Torr}, 4 \text{ min}).

![Fig. 4. Plots of the element compositions for a PPSU membrane that was plasma treated (solid lines, 1000 W, 4 min), and a PPSU membrane that was not plasma treated (dashed lines) as a function of time in darkness at room temperature in ambient air. The experiment was stopped after 5088 hours (212 days). Each point is an average based on five measurements on different surface locations.](image-url)
time scale for the disappearing of the surface properties the carbon and oxygen content versus time was fitted to a curve and extrapolated to 10000 hours (417 days). The result is presented in Fig. 5. The plots exhibit a logarithmic behavior typical for diffusion processes. According to Fig. 5 the carbon and oxygen content will only change by ~1 atom% from the 212 days where the experiment was stopped to 417 days. If the plots are extrapolated to values corresponding to the values found in the reference sample, then it will take several hundreds of thousands of years, so for all practical purposes the surface properties will never completely disappear within the expected lifetime of a membrane in operation. It can thus be concluded that the plasma-induced surface properties will diminish in time but for all practical purposes not vanish. However, in some cases the nanofibrous membranes are coated with another material providing specific properties, e.g. nanofibrous PPSU membranes have been coated with Aquaporin [34], which is hydrophilic and thus requires a hydrophilic PPSU surface. Aquaporin is a water channel protein that provides selective conduits for water with a high osmotic permeability [45, 46]. If a hydrophilic material is coated onto the PPSU fiber surface, such as for example Aquaporin, then it is likely that the coated hydrophilic material will prevent or partly prevent the diffusion of oxidated PPSU, i.e. the hydrophilic oxidated PPSU is locked on the fiber surface from interactions with the hydrophilic Aquaporin. No attempts have been made to study this possible phenomenon since the coating prevents XPS analysis of the buried PPSU surface.

3.3. Wettability

As previously discussed the wettability is controlled by the plasma-induced formation of hydrophilic carbon functionalities on the PPSU surface. The degree of wettability can be evaluated from a contact angle analysis, i.e. the lower the contact angle the greater the wettability. The contact angle for the hydrophobic reference sample was measured to 129.7° consistent with a hydrophobic surface. It was not possible to measure the contact angles for the PPSU samples that were low-pressure plasma treated. The droplets were efficiently sucked into the nanofibrous network, which suggests that all the surfaces in question presumably have an extremely high degree of wettability. However, it should be emphasized that porosity could contribute to the disappearing phenomenon of the droplets.

With respect to the atmospheric-pressure plasma treated samples it was possible to measure contact angles, which suggests some degree of hydrophilicity. However, due to an apparent significant random variation of the measured contact angles, ranging from 65° and 90° (average of three measurements on each sample) for all exposure times, it suggests that an inhomogeneity is in play, so the question is what the origin of this inhomogeneity is. Fig. 6 presents (i) the carbon and oxygen contents, and (ii) the fraction of C=O and (C=O)-O relative to all carbon, for PPSU
membranes that were atmospheric-pressure plasma treated as a function of exposure time. As is evident there is a non-random correlation between exposure time and (i) the oxygen content, and (ii) fraction of C=O and (C=O)–O relative to all carbon, suggesting that the plasma treatment results in a well-controlled homogeneous oxidation, i.e. non-random. The apparent significant random variation of the measured contact angles for the atmospheric-pressure plasma treated samples must thus originate from somewhere else. A possible source could be inhomogeneities in the surface treatment. For example, the membrane is not completely flat and mild heating during the plasma treatment can further promote deformations that affect the distance between the membrane surface and the coplanar barrier discharge (2.5 mm gap). Moreover, the discharge is not completely uniform as can be seen from Fig. 1 in ref [41].

4. Conclusion

The electrospun PPSU nanofibrous membrane is a promising candidate for water purification applications. In this work PPSU membranes were systematically subjected to low-pressure or atmospheric-pressure plasma treatment in order to control the surface chemistry, which is important for controlling the necessary hydrophilicity and thereby the wettability of the membrane surfaces. The atmospheric-pressure plasma exhibits a limited controllability but compliments the more flexible low-pressure plasma since the atmospheric-pressure plasma represents subtle plasma treatment (under the conditions in question) that is more difficult to control with low-pressure plasma. Low-pressure plasma readily produces polar chemical anchor groups such as (C=O)–O and C=O that are important for hydrophilicity, but variation was difficult to achieve unless complementary atmospheric-pressure plasma is considered that produces a smaller degree of (C=O)–O and C=O. The atmospheric-pressure plasma provided hydrophilicity/wettability that made it possible to measure a contact angle, but for all the low-pressure plasma conditions the droplets was sucked into the PPSU membranes, which suggests a very high degree of wettability. Monitoring temporal developments of element compositions for a reference membrane and a low-pressure plasma treated membrane revealed age effects. The reference membrane exhibited a minor degree of oxidation presumably from ambient air. The low-pressure plasma treated membrane changed significantly over a period of 212 days that was assigned to a diffusion phenomenon where oxidated PPSU diffuse into the non-oxidated PPSU bulk, and the non-oxidated PPSU from the bulk diffuse out to the surface. It was shown that the improved hydrophilicity/wettability will diminish but not vanish in time.
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